Religious: Flagellant
Common: Shopkeeper
Religious: Temple Ward
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Tar Vangryur

Description

Professions

Level

Ancestry

Name
Nori Nine-Fingers

Novice

40s/early 50s. Slender. Missing a finger.
You are plain. People notice you but you
don't make an impression.
You have traveled extensively as an
adventurer.
You once belonged to a strange cult.
You try to do what you think is right,
even if it breaks laws and social
conventions.

Priest

I

History
You grew up in the temple of Amanul in Tar
Vangr, and serve the waning faith. You
were particularly drawn to tales of the Icy
Legion, Amanul's Knights-Errant, but the
temple was eventually abandoned. You
make ends meet as a shopkeeper.

Paladin
Master
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LIFE spells
Cure (1st)
2/day (p 133)
Moderate Healing (2nd)
1/day (p 133)
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Your holy symbol (a silver
snowflake pendant) is a minor
relic that produces electrical
jolts.
STORM spells
Shock (0th)
3/day (p 141)
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You can speak and read Modern and Old Calatite.
Religion: You follow the tenants of Amanul, Old God of Winter
Storms and Endurance. He is the patron god of Tar Vangr but rarely
worshiped, so you mostly keep your beliefs to yourself.

Equipment

Wealth: Business is bad and you are poor.
clothing (patched, basic)
slightly tarnished suit of chainmail armor (DEF 14)
sack
large shield (DEF +2)
waterskin
tinderbox
candle
a tiny inert thaumaturgical owl (has lost its charge)
Coin: pouch with 2d6 bits
Food: loaf of hard black bread, a bag of 7 yummy mushrooms
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Sling (1d3), 20 stones
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Morningstar (1d6+1)
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Faith Healing: Use an
action to touch one living
creature and expend a
casting of a spell to:
*Heal target half its rate
*Remove a diseased or
poisoned affliction

rength
St

You are adept with healing, as
though your hands are
particularly suited to it.
Whether it is truly magic,
you've never questioned it.
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Divine Smite: On a
weapon hit, expend a
casting to deal 1d6 extra
dmg per rank (min 1d6).
Extra +1d6 dmg vs. a
demon, devil, faerie,
spirit, or undead.

Magic

2

Shared Recovery: You can
use an action to heal
damage equal to your
healing rate. Then choose
one other creature within
short range to heal its
healing rate. 1/rest.
Prayer: When a creature
within short range or you
makes a d20 roll, you can
use a triggered action to
grant 1 boon to the roll.
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